Reduction of population-based cancer survival estimates by trace back of death certificate notifications: an empirical illustration.
Survival studies using data from population-based cancer registries allow assessing effectiveness of cancer care on a population level. However, population-based cancer registries differ in the proportion of cases first notified by death certificate, as well as in the efforts to trace back such death certificate notifications (DCN). We aimed to assess the impact of such trace back on population-based cancer survival estimates. In this study from the population-based Saarland Cancer Registry (Germany) we investigated the survival experience of successfully traced back DCN cases from 1994 to 2003. Five-year relative survival of patients with DCN cancers and the effect of trace back on population-based 5-year relative survival estimates were analysed by age and tumour site. Twelve percent of all cancers were DCN and such cases occurred most often amongst sites with poor prognosis and amongst elderly patients. Approximately half of DCN cases could be successfully traced back. Five-year relative survival of patients with DCN cancers with trace back was 2%. The inclusion of DCN cancers with additional registrations reduced the 5-year relative survival estimate for all cancers combined by 4% points. Reductions were stronger for older patients and highly fatal cancers. Trace back results in increased inclusion of patients with very poor prognosis. Varying extent of trace back across registries may compromise comparability of cancer survival estimates and should be taken into account in comparative cancer survival studies.